Introduction
During the commissioning of the TRICTMF layered solid hydrogen target system, data were taken on p C F in solid deuterium. The preliminary values for the kinet.ics parameters 'Present address: UniversitC de Fribourg. CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland 
Experimental Setup
The target system used in this measurement has been presented elsewhere [3, 41. Layers of solid deuterium. each 10.54(53)mg.cm-' thick and -40 cni2 in area, were frozen onto 50.4 pm thick gold foils maintained at 3 K. Because a palladium filter at 600 E; was used t o purify the Dz gas immediately prior t o freezing. the ratio of even t o odd molecular spins was expected to be statistical (nD2) [5] Muons entered the target by passing through the thin gold layer. which acted as a degrader, and stopped either in the first or second solid hydrogen lager. Muon catalyzed fusion of dpd molecules then occurred The higher energy fusion products. neutrons at 2.45 MeV and protons at 3 02 RleV. were detected.
T h e arrangement of detectors has been given in [3] with the modification that two neutron detectors were used. Each neutron detector was a 12.5 cm diameter by 10 cm deep cylinder of h'E-213 liquid scintillator viewed by a photomultiplier. Pulse shape discriinination (PSD) was used t o differentiate between photon and neutron events. An event veto based on anticoincidence with charged-particle detectors ensured that only events from neutral particles were gated t o the PSD units. These veto scintillators were also used as electron detectors to record the electron following muon decay.
A silicon detector of 600 mm2 active area was mounted inside the vacuum system and viewed the solid deuterium layer directly Its 150 p m active thickness was sufficient to measure protons of up to 4.5 Ale\.', and was well suited for detecting the fusion protons at 3.02 MeV.
T h e timing of all events was taken with respect t o the time of the incident muon as measured by a beam entrance scintillator.
h4easurements with pure solid layers of D2 and 'H2 were made at TRIUMF in August of 1992. The thick D2 layers received an integrated muon flux of 220 x lo6 p with (57.6&1.3)% stopped in the solid layers, while the study of the background in 'H2 was done with 130 x l o 6 p , with stopping fractions varying from 30 t o 60% depending on the layer thickness used.
Reaction Kinetics
T h e kinetics of the muon catalyzed reactions in pure deuterium have been discussed in [6, 71. T h e differential equation representing the kinetics was solved analytically and the solut.ion used for the analysis.
T h e reduced rate of formation of dpd molecules from a pd atom in the hyperfine state It represents molecular formation that leads to fusion and is composed of the nonresonant formation rate and the fraction of resonantly formed molecules which successfully fuse via 1, rather than resonantly scatter as characterized by r S F ' (back decay) ['i] . Likewise, the reduced hyperfine transition rate from state F to F', X p p j , has contributions from regular scattering and from the decay of the resonance dpd complex:
T h e branching ratios for the two hyperfine states. PF, will differ due t o the distribution of angular momentum bound states generated by the different molecular formation processes The nonresonant formation will lead to both s and p waye bound states of the dpd while resonance formation always produces the p wave molecular state. The PF'S are composed of the s and p wave branching ratios. along with the ratio of s t o p wave bound state formation Pq[6, 81:
Neut.ron events were selected using hardware pulse shape discriminat.ion t o suppress t.he majority of photon events, and a further software PSD cut. which was set t.o maximize the n/-j ratio. A coincidence condition requiring that. t,he muon survives unt.il aft.er t,he neutron event., enforced by observing the muon decay time with respect, t o t.he neut.ron, was necessary t.o enhance the fusion signal wit.h respect. t.0 t,he st.rong neut,ron background from nuclear muon capture. T h e time spectrum wit.h a delayed elect.ron coincidence condit,ion, as well as the time spectrum of the capture neutrons accident.ally gated into t,he coincidence spectrum, are shown in Fig. 1 . The constant neutron flux present, in t,he experiment.al hall also generat.ed event.s which passed t.he coincidence cut, and it.s c o n t r i b h o n is shown as well. Kinetics paramet,ers were ext.ract.ed from a fit t.o t.he data wit.h correct.ion t,erms for t.he background.
Protons generat.ed by fusion were det.ect,ed by t,he silicon det,ect.or. The t.hickness of the deuterium layer, and the angle between t.he layer and t.he det,ect,or meant t.hat the prot.on spect,rum was very spread out. in energy. Two energy windows were select,ed, the first. in t,he signal region and the second well above t.he fusion signal t o give a good memiire of t,he background. T h e signal region energy cut. was chosen bo favour prot,ons produced inside t,he layer rather t~han at. it.s surface t.o reduce any effect, from muon loss by p d emission int.0 t,he vacuum.
Time spect.ra for the t.wo energy windows were made for b0t.h deuterium and prot,ium layers. From comparisons wit,h the protium layer data, the time dependent scaling of t.he background bet.ween t.he high energy and low energy cuts was det.ermined. Figure 2 shows t.he t,ime spectra of the signal and background for t,he deut,erium.
. 
Fit Parameters
T h e time spectrum funct.ion \vas convolut.ed with a gaussian resolution function t.0 model t,he finite time resolut.ion of t.he detectors. as well as with a st,ep funct.ion which turned on t,he distribution with t.he muon arrival. Excluding background parameterization, six independent parameters were required t.o completely det.ermine the shape of a spectrum: t,wo lifetimes, t,wo amplitudes, the det.ector t.iming resolution, and the muon arrival time. Since an absolute measurement. was not done, one of t.he parameters in the fit. was used for normalization, so only t,hree kinet.ics paramet,ers could be ext.ract.ed from a single time spectrum. By fitt,ing the time spectra of bot,h t.he neut,ron and proton dat,a simult,aneously, four kinet.ics paramet.ers could be extracted (equivalent t.o doing an abso1ut.e measurement, for a single fusion product. spectrum). It was necessary t.o use one parameter t.0 fit the small nitrogen cont.aminat.ion of t.he t,arget.
T h e fit.s t o t.he spectra are sensit.ive t o the values of xi,, A?, 4zAz (t.he loss rate t,o nit,rogen), and one of i i ! P, ~ PI, or Pp. Thus The value found for X,, is consistent with the direct scattering rate as calculated in [13] , but the considerable theoretical difficulties in reproducing the measured rat,e for the gas and liquid experiments allow no simple conclusions t o be drawn from tiis experiment in solid.
T h e high value of I?, about two orders of magnitude larger than the expected formation rate for thermalize$ pd in D2 at 3 K , can De interpretated as an indication of solid state effects. Two possible effects are discussed here.
T h e scattering of pd in solid D2 has been calculated and there are large differences for low energy scattering when compared t o scattering from free molecules [18] . When the collision of the p d occurs at energies high above the binding energy of a Dz in the lattice, the collision will proceed as if the Dz were free. As the energy of successive collisions is reduced, the pd will begin t o scatter from the entire crystal, and the huge mass of the lattice will make it difficult for the pd to lose lab energy in elastic collisions. In addition, there are no available phonon modes t o allow inelastic scattering for pd with a few meV T h e kinetics model is simple in the sense t.hat time-independent. rates are used, an assumpt,ion which can be challenged when t.he t.hermalizat.ion of t.he pdF is slow. Since the p d + are nonresonant, for all energy d i h b u t i o n s up to about 50 K, t,he assumption of t.he time-independent, nonresonant. rat,e is valid. For the p d + , a slow thermalization will mean t.hat, t,he average energy distribut,ion changes at a rat.e similar t o an eigenvalue of t,he problem. Hence the value would be time dependent and not, constant as assumed in the kinet.ics. Similar problems wit.h kinet.ics equations and slow thermalizations have been dealt, with in [20].
Emission of t,he pd from t,he layer is a loss mechanism t.hat is not. explicit,ly taken int.0 account. in t.he analysis, however the process would mimic t,he #,A, loss mechanism. T h e value found for #,A,, coupled wit.h t,he value for the transfer t o nitrogen, A, x l O 5 , d 1 , implies a nit,rogen contaminat,ion of about, 1.5 ppm, a value which was independent,ly measured for t,he thick deut,erium target 1211. If t,he value were to represent only pd escape from the layer, then roughly one t.hird of all the pd's are emit.ted from the layer.
Given the current, underst.anding of t,he scatt,ering cross sections [13, 181, this process is unlikely t,o give such a strong effect. Monte Carlo st.udies of the dynamic processes are P. Knoules et al,/ p C F 
